The Summer School aims to deepen reflection on the potentialities and limits of new ongoing processes intended to rethink the commons and recreate spaces of shared responsibility—precursors of new forms of political democratization which could be more participatory, more inclusive and more environmentally sustainable.

It seeks to be a meeting place and venue for exchanges. First, the summer school values exchange and learning between perspectives of the North and the South. Second, the Summer School also valorizes exchange among scholars, urban activists and state officials.

**PRE-REGISTRATION PERIOD**

2 March - 8 May 2012

For further information

[WWW.CES.UC.PT/EVENTOS/REINVENTINGCITY](http://WWW.CES.UC.PT/EVENTOS/REINVENTINGCITY)

**CONTACT**

reinventingcity@ces.uc.pt

**FOR INVITED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS**

keynotehotline-citiesareus2012@ces.uc.pt